
The Sustainables  
senior QA engineer 
The Sustainables make sustainability easy 

Job description 
As our Senior QA engineer you will build and own testing automation pipeline, coach 
junior colleagues, help our development team to ship hiqh-quality products and 
projects early and often by improving our CI/CD solution and cloud infrastructure.  

You will get a lot of freedom and responsibility in your daily work and you will (together 
with your team). "You build it, you run it". 

About The Sustainables 
We make it easy for homeowners to transform their homes into energy efficient 
buildings by providing high-tech and scalable tools to our business partners. 

Recent project front-ends: 

- https://homeqgo.nl  “White label” sustainability advice and shop 
- https://plusjehuis.essent.nl sustainability advice and shop 

The projects mentioned above are publicly available tools that make use of an extensive 
back-end which we are happy to introduce to you in a personal talk (trust us, it is 
complex and challenging) 

Our technology Stack 
- We host all our applications in Azure Cloud 
- .NET Core stack for our APIs and vuejs + webpack for frontends 
- Builds and deployments are fully automated 

What we offer 
- A great opportunity to push our development workflow (CI/DevOps/QA) to the 

next level 
- High impact in a small international team of experienced engineers 
- Flexibility in the use of tooling and techniques 
- High pace, short development cycles 

https://homeqgo.nl/
https://plusjehuis.essent.nl/


Some extra perks (when we get back to office) 
- Remote-first team setup (we use slack/google meet/etc in all daily work, your 

Amsterdam-based colleagues often work from home, all our company meetings 
are remote-oriented) 

- Healthy team lunch every day 
- Conferences/training budget 
- Lots of team events (including going abroad together) 
- Friday kickboxing :) 

Your profile 
Essential skills 

- 3+ years of relevant experience, including API test automation experience 
- Experience with Agile Methodologies including QA best practices 
- Experience with software development 
- Experience with test automation tools such as Selenium, Protractor or Cypress 
- Experience coaching junior QAs 

Nice to have (but not necessary) 

- Azure knowledge (or a desire to gain it) since we use it extensively 
- Experience and knowledgeable about CI/CD tools 

Applying 
Please send your motivation and resume to nikita@thesustainables.nl.  

Agencies should not respond to this vacancy. Really.  
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